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INTRODUCTION

This symposium has already focused on recent experimental data directed toward

an understanding of the differential effects of electrode placement upon both thera

peutic response and adverse cognitive effects with electroconvulsive therapy ECT. In

addition, we have yet to hear a number of further expositions on this subject. The

available data, presented both here and elsewhere, suggest that unilateral nondomi

nant UL ECT is roughly as effective as bilateral DL ECT in producing a remission

in severely depressed patients3 At the same time, it must be pointed out that

technical factors such as sufficient intereleetrode distance and the assurance of

suprathreshold stimuli also appear to play a role in the efficacy of UL treatments. In

addition, there is also a possibility that some patients might respond better to the

combination of more intense seizures and denser organic interictal changes produced

by bilateral stimulation.

The situation with regard to adverse effects, however, is considerably clearer:

unilateral nondominant ECT offers a distinct advantage to bilateral treatments with

regard to the presence and extent of cognitive disruption, at least with respect to those

functions that depend on the dominant hemisphere.4 Still, the extent of data indicating

that such amnestie differences exist longei- than a few weeks has been largely limited to

reports of self-ratings.

Another form of ECT modification, discussed both within this volume as well as

elsesvhere in the literature, though to a lesser degree than electrode placement, is the
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Such attempts, while suffering from a variety of methodological inadequancies, have

suggested that as lung as the duration of the basic stimulus waveform unit does not

become too a btirevia ted, a rcason;m tile degree of therapeutic equ iva knee a ppears to

exist among the various waveform morphologies.

The role of stimulus waveform in adverse central nervous system CNS effects has

been a particularly problematic area of investigation. Early studies, which favored

low-energy stimuli,' were confounded by concomitant differences in electrode place

ment. Later investigators reported mixed findings, with some claiming less impairment

over a course of ECT given by lower energy stimuli,8'2 and others finding no

difference.'3"4 In no case, however, has evidence been presented for persistent deficits

on the basis of waveform type.

While a larger number of studies have considered the possible beneficial and/or

adverse effects or either electrode placement or stimulus waveform, few have evaluated

these effects simultaneously. Valentine et a!. observed an apparent additive effect of

these two modifications on cognitive function during the postictal period.'2 To some

degree, Daniel et at found similar additive effects after an individual electrically

induced seizure5'" This latter group has also contributed relevant data concerning

postietal orientation effects to the present volume.'9

Still, there has been a notable absence of studies focusing upon differences in

effects lasting beyond the postictal period. This is of particular interest, given recent

claims that the theoretically most benign ECT combination, consisting of unilateral

nondominant electrode placement and brief-pulse stimuli, may be at least relatively

ineffective from a therapeutic standpoint.20'' in order to investigate more fully the

acute and long-term effects of both electrode placement and stimulus waveform on

cognitive function, we undertook a prospective study, some of whose results will be

presented here. Electrophysiologic findings, suggesting an additive effect for bilateral

electrode placement and high-energy sine-wave stimuli in the development of acute

adverse cerebral changes with ECT, are presented elsewhere in this volume.22

METHODS

Subjects were severely ill psychiatric inpatients referred for ECT independently of

the research protocol. All met Research Diagnostic Criteria for major depressive

disorder,23 had no ECT within the past year, and had no present or prior evidence of

significant CNS disease. A reference group, consisting of similarly diagnosed inpa

tients not referred for ECT, was also included in the study design. Experimental

subjects were randomly assigned to either bilateral or unilateral nondominant

electrode placement and to either sine-wave 5 or brief-pulse F stimuli. A widely

separated centroparietal to frontotemporal configuration,24 applied using careful

attention to electrode/scalp coupling, was chosen for the unilateral placement, in order

to maximize efficiency of seizure induction.2 MECTA Mecta Corp. and Mederaft

B-24 Mark Ill Medcraft Corp. ECT devices, representing the most widespread pulse

and sine-wave equipment available in the United States during the study period, were

used to deliver the electrical stimulus.

Specific initial stimulus parameters for each device were chosen to be relatively

equivalent with respect to seizure threshold. Single-channel EEG monitoring allowed

iterative adjustment of intensity settings to produce seizures lasting longer than 25

seconds. Digital monitoring of stimulus energy was carried out to facilitate calculation

iii a Va rid y of elect ric:m I pa ra rile! crc. TIre nit in tier of I `. `I Ire;, tnicnts was del ermincil
on eli ii iea I grou rids by t he su bjcet `s at teridi rig lrsyclri;i t rist. I P irnietital subjects were

tested before ECT, two to three days after the tinal ECT treatment, and six months

following conipletion of the ECT course. Control subjects were tested at analogous

irlie intervals. A variety of test niea cii rec. i nd ruling those directed toward the

assessment of therapeutic outcome, memory function, and EEG, were utili7cd.

Analysis of variance and covariance, along with Pearson-product-moment correlations,

formed the basis of statistical determinations.

RESULTS

A total of 53 experimental and 21 control subjects received both baseline and acute

post-ECT course testing of clinical and memory parameters TABLE I. Thirty-nine of

the experimental and 1 3 of the control subjects also completed the six-month follow-up

testing. No differences on the basis of electrode placement or stimulus waveform were

found for age in = 52.5, years of education in = 11.0, or socioeconomic statqs"

in = 4.9. UL subjects had somewhat lower 1Qs26 than did BL subjects 86 vs. 96, p c
0.01. No BL vs. UL or S vs. P differences were found on the basis of history of

previous ECT 30%, history of drug nonresponse during the present episode 50%, or

evidence of psychosis during the present episode 50%.

TABLE 1. Number of Subjects Receiving Clinical and Memory Testing

C PUL SUL PBL SBL

Acuteeffects 2! 10 14 14 15

Long-term follow-up 13 8 10 9 12

As noted in a companion paper,22 no intergroup differences were found on the basis

of number of ECT treatments in 9.5, fraction of treatment sessions resulting in

inadequate seizures less than 25 seconds by single-channel EEG in = 0.08, or

either mean or cumulative adequate seizure duration 57.2 seconds, 509 seconds.

Seizure morphology, rated blind to type of ECT, revealed intergroup differences only

with regard to postictal suppression!2 This was particularly prominent for SBL ECT.

supporting the hypothesis that this particular ECT combination is characterized by

intense seizures.

Measures of stimulus intensity showed highly significant intergroup differences

with respect to stimulus waveform p <0.0001, with sine-wave stimuli associated

with 2.6 times the stimulus energy Joules, 3.1 times the applied charge eoulombs,

and 6.9 times the mean current coulombs per second as that associated with pulse

stimuli. This difference in stimulus energy is similar to that reported elsewhere.

Subjects receiving UL ECT tended to receive lower intensity stimuli than those

receiving BL treatments e.g., for energy 36 vs. 44 Joules, though differences just

missed statistical significance. In any regard, this ease in producing seizures with the

UL technique helps to validate the relati"ely optimal mode of delivery of UL ECT used

in the present investigation.

Therapeutic outcome measures included the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale

HDRS,2' the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale BPRS,28 the Zung Self-Rating

Depression Scale SDS,29 and a retrospective four-point global rating based on the
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d iseim rge so mma ry for the index liospitalizat ion. All rail rigs were clone hI i rid to

expeririient;rl subgroup. All groups, including controls, were equivalent with regard to

baseline HDRS iii = 23.1, based on 17-item scale and degree of acute improvement

in HDRS, BPRS, and Zung SDS over the course of treatment in 11 .7, 22.5, 1 5.2,

respectively. A variety of responder criteria, based on combination of l-IDRS change

and cutoff limits, were investigated, without the appearance of significant intergroup

differences. Similarly, the retrospective four-point global rating also revealed no

variation among subgroups. These findings together suggest an apparent acute

therapeutic equivalence on the basis of both electrode placement and stimulus

waveform. Finally, no intergroup differences were found in terms of HDRS. BPRS,

and Zung SDS change scores between baseline and six-month post-ECT testing, all of

whichcontinuedtoshowevidenceofimprovementm = 13.9,23.9,11.4. Asdescribed

elsewhere,22 therapeutic response was not related to mean or cumulative seizure

duration.

Measures of memory function were subdivided into those assessing newly learned

information anterograde memory performance, information learned prior to the

study retrograde memory performance, and self-perceived, or subjective, memory

function. Tasks were specifically chosen to be sensitive to ECT-induced effects, based

upon previously reported findings. Specific anterograde memory measures included

verbal paired associates,3° paragraph retention,3' and complex figure reproduction

tasks, along with a newly designed instrument involving the learning and recognition of

unfamiliar faces. All of these included 20-minute delayed recall testing. Retrograde

memory function was evaluated using newly designed and periodically updated famous

events and famous faces recall tasks, in addition to an autobiographical. or personal,

memory questionnaire. Subjective memory function was tested using a modified

version of Squire's Subjective Memory Questionnaire.32

The personal memory questionnaire was developed to cover a number of items

relevant to the subject's life experiences, especially the last several years prior to

baseline testing. A careful focus upon this difficult area of memory function was

chosen because of earlier findings by others,33 and is consistent with the nature of

memory complaints by ECT patients themselves. This questionnaire included material

on the following topics: place of residence, neighbors, family members, close friends,

last birthday, last New Year's Eve, last overnight trip out of town, favorite television

show, last movie seen at a theater, current hospitalization, and recent outstanding

experiences. Only questions responded to at baseline were ued at post-ECT test

sessions.

Acute effects of ECT upon memory function were evaluated by determining the

difference between baseline and two to three day post-ECT course scores, except for

the personal memory task, where the percentage of items not recalled after ECT was

calculated. TABLE 2 presents a listing of significant acute differences in memory

function on the basis of electrode placement and stimulus waveform. In terms of acute

effects of ECT upon anterograde measures, the verbal paired associate task proved

quite sensitive in separating UL from BL subjects and P from S subjects. As in all cases

to be discussed here, both BL and S treatments were associated with greater deficits. In

addition, S and BL subjects also tended to perform much worse than control subjects.

In what proved an extremely common phenomenon throughout these data, the SBL

group was clearly the most impaired. The PUL group, on the other hand. in a manner

consistent throughout virtually the entire data set, did not differ from the control

group. The complex figure reproduction task was quite sensitive in separating S from P

subjects p c 0.0008, but was relatively insensitive in separating UL frorri BL

subjects. This is not surprising, given the fact that nonverbally encodable figural

information relies heavily upon the nondominant cerebral hemisphere. Control

subjects, in this reg;r ru, performed much helter than hot lr SI II. and SIll. subjects. The
use of baseline II DRS scores ;us a cova nate with regard to acute memory change scores

produced no alterations in the above findings. Because of intergroup baseline differ

ences, the IQ score was also used as a covariate, resulting in additional findings
favoring UL ECT over BL ECT for both paragraph recall and complex figure

reproduction pBL> UL <0.03, 0.009.

In terms of acute effects on retrograde memory measures, the famous events recall
task was sensitive in differentiating the acute effects of both UL from BL, and P from

S ECT. The SBL group was again mere impaired than all others p < 0.0001. The
famous faces recall task was somewhat less sensitive in discriminating acute effects of
ECT on the basis of electrode placement and waveform. The personal memory recall
questionnaire, however, proved to be a very sensitive memory measure FIGURE 1. All
groups except control and PUL showed significant levels of relative impairment in the

percent of initial items not recalled at the two to three day post-ECT test session. Main

TABLE 2. Acute Memory Impairment Two to Three Days Post-ECT vs. Baseline

Scores

p-Values 2 x 2 + 1 ANOVAS -

BL>UL BL>C UL>C S>P S>C P>C

Anterograde Deficits Based on Delayed Recall
Verbal paired associates 0.002 0.0001 NS 0.002 0.0001 NS
Paragraph recall NS 0.01 NS 0.002 0.0008 NS
Unfamiliar faces recogni- NS NS NS NS NS NS

tion
Complex figure reproduc- NS 0.0008 0.002 0.0008 0.000 1 NS

Lion

Retrograde Deficits
Famous events recall 0.0001 0.0001 NS 0.000 I 0.0001 NS
Famous faces recall 0.006 0.0001 NS 0.02 0.000 1 NS

Personal memory recall 0.0001 0.0001 NS 0.0001 0.0001 NS

Global self-rating of memory NS NS NS NS NS NS
function

effects for UL vs BL and P vs. S differences were present and, in addition. SUL. PBL,

and SBL were more impaired than controls p <0.03, p c 0.004, p <0.0001, respec

tively. In order to evaluate the role of guessing at the time of pre-ECT testing, the

percent of baseline items not recalled at the second test session but later recalled at the

third test session was determined. This measure showed similar relationships to that

described above, suggesting that the results regarding acute effects are in fact valid.

Use of baseline HDRS and IQ scores as covariates affected only the famous faces

recall findings, for which the differences between UL and BL ECT groups

disappeared. This may indicate that our famous faces recall test was not as sensitive as

its famous events counterpart.

Overall, the objective data with respect to acute memor changes strongly

implicate both bilateral electrode placement and sine-wave stimuli as potent risk

factors, as do the EEG results reported elsewhere in this volume.22 In terms of

subjective memory function, however, a rather uniform tendency for self-perceived

memory function to improve acutely following ECT was noted. No differences in terms
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p - 0.002. These differences were significant even when partitioning on the basis of

stimulus waveform, and were not allectcd bs the use of baseline II 1RS or It as

ei,v;i rut I us. ihere was a iso suggestive evidu nue ft ii a Icing- term toxicity of S with

respect to control subjects p <0.01 on autobiographic memory, though no P vs. S

differences were observed in this regard, and the latter difference disappeared with use

of haselinc IQ as a covariatc. Again, no intergroup differences in long-term subjective

memory function, as determined by either total or item-by-item change scores, were

found.

The above results represent provocative evidence for what amounts 9jectg..

ffrsonal least six months with DL but not with UL ECT, and

represents the first time such a differential effet habéén reported. While analysis of

personal memory data with respect to recency effects has not been completed, a

preliminary assessment indicates that items dealing with the year immediately

preceding the ECT may have been most affected.36 At the same time, however, it does

appear that the described period of retrograde amnesia is greater than, say, a few

weeks.

Unfortunately, the study of autobiographic memory function, as carried out in the

present protocol, is confounded by the possibility that some personal memory informa

tion given at the time of baseline testing may have been incorrect. In an attempt to

partially compensate for such a potential bias all subjects were asked, immediately

EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

FIGURE 1. Acute personal memory impairment. Ordinate represents percent of baseline items
not recalled two to three days post-ECT + standard error.

of post-ECT minus pre-ECT change scores, on either a total or an item-by-item basis,
were observed as a function of ECT type or between controls and ECT subjects. Also
interestingly, no appreciable relationship between subjective and objective memory
measures was found, but, instead, acute measures of subjective memory function were
significantly correlated with the respective differences in interviewer-rated and
self-rated depression scales. While it is possible that the two to three day post-ECT
rating time may not have allowed subjects sufficient opportunity to be aware of the
extent of their deficits, this latter relationship suggests that self-rated memory changes
with regard to a course of ECT may be more a function of the clinical response than of
objectively demonstrable changes in memory function, Such a finding is compatible
with available data reported by others,34'" but represents the first time this has been
demonstrated in a systematic fashion.

Persistent ECT-associated effects upon memory runction were investigated in a
fashion identical to acute effects, except that baseline scores were compared to those
obtained at six-month follow-up testing. In general, a return to at least pre-ECT level
of function was found, with no evidence of intergroup differences for any of the
measures of anterograde memory function. The famous events and famous faces recall
tasks were likewise not productive of any long-term intergroup differences, although
there was the suggestive finding that the three subjects with the largest long-tern
losses on the famous events task were all in the SBL group. The personal memory recall
task, however, revealed a highly significant persistent intergroup difference favoring
UL over DL ECT FIGURE 2. The percentage of initial items not recalled at both the
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FIGURE 2. Long-term personal memory impairment. Ordinate represents percent of baseline

items not recalled at both two to three day and six-month post-ECT test sessions + standard

error.
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frilluwi rig completion of the six-mont Ii follow-np persona I memory quest ioriui;i in-, hi
respond 10 a series of recognit ion I na Is. These consisted of questions based ti pun all
items where both acute and follow-up responses differed from those given at baseline
testing. In every case, subjects were given three choices: baseline response correct,
six-month follow-up response correct, or unclear which of the two responses was
correct. This procedure, in effect, approximated an attempt at "self-corroboration" of
baseline items. Choices of the response that was given at baseline would suggest that
responses given at the time of six-month follow-up testing may have been based upon
incorrect recall, but that recognition of the correct response was still intact. Similarly,
choices of the "unclear" alternative would suggest that both recall and recognition
might be deficient.

P 61> UI = 0.0009

P 61> ci = 0.0004

It was, in Fact, Irninti I li;i enirruhurated ieurns, which cnnnns i riced aronrul three-fourths

of the entire data set for those subjects. showed at least as much persistent forgetting
35% of baseline items for SBL vs. 13% for C subjects as was observed based upon

analysis without the use of external corroboration.

Given that both acute and persistent memory deficits were present, a further series

of points can be made with respect to their possible correlates. First, even though
HDRS scores were highly correlated with subjective memory ratings, no such

relationship was established between IIDRS scores and results on objective memory

testing for either acute or long-term effects. This suggests that the findings are in fact

organic rather than functional, and is supported by a number of highly significant
correlations between acute objective memory test changes and acute EEG abnormali

ties. Second, the presence and amount of ongoing psychotropic medications presum

ably could affect memory performance. Analyses of medication effects are pending.

though preliminary consideration of these factors indicates that BL subjects, for

example, were no more likely to be medicated at the final test session than UL subjects.

Next, the possibility that memory changes might be related to number of ECT

treatments or EEG seizure parameters was considered. No significant correlations

were observed, though the range of available values could have precluded relationships

from appearing.

Finally, the effects of stimulus intensity per se energy, current, and charge upon

objectively assessed memory function were evaluated. Here it was determined that

stimulus intensity, especially energy, was correlated significantly with a variety of

measures of memory function, particularly both acute and long-term personal memory

performance p <0.0002, p <0.0009, respectively. While at first this was felt to

represent perhaps a reflection of S vs. P differences, these relationships were found to

be present only with S ECT and not with P ECT, despite the existence of wide

parameter ranges in each case. This suggests that, as long as stimuli are only slightly

suprathreshold, the relatively low-energy stimuli present with the pulse waveform may

lie below a cutoff for intensity-related effects upon memory performance with ECT

and, furthermore, that only the higher energy sine-wave stimulus is able to exceed this

cutoff in an appreciable number of cases.

c PUL SuL P61 SEL

EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

FIGURE 3. Long-term personal memory impairment adjusted using self-corroborative tech
nique see text for details. Ordinate represents percent of baseline items not recalled at both two
to three day and six-month post- ECT test sessions ÷ standard error. Corrected to include only
items with "session I" and "uncertain" self-corroborative responses.

Upon applying this self-corroborative technique and rejecting all equivocal items
i.e., where subjects felt that their follow-up response, rather than their initial
response, was correct, the level of difference between BL and both UL and C groups
was indeed found to increase FIGuRE 3. This strengthens the likelihood that the
observed findings represent a true persistent deficit with DL ECT. Still, it must be
pointed out that any such self-corroboration would be even more useful when
supplemented by external corroboration using significant others or other relevant
sources. For this reason, attempts to provide this modification were begun in the latter
portion of the study. This allowed a comparison of long-term effects of ECT between C
four subjects and SBL three subjects groups, using externally corroborated items.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has provided a number of findings that are both new and potentially

pertinent to clinical practice. Evidence presented suggests that unilateral nondominant

electrode placement and brief-pulse stimuli may each provide significantly fewer acute

CNS adverse effects while remaining equally effective. Given the present widespread

clinical reluctance to use such ECT modifications, the finding of long-term personal

memory impairment with bilateral electrode placement is particularly important.

The bases for why electrode placement and stimulus waveform should each exert

independent and additive differential effects upon memory systems are poorly under

stood.6 UL nondominant ECT appears to be associated with less intraeerebral current

flow, less generalization of the seizure discharge, and less postietal suppression in the

dominant, contralateral hemisphere. It has even been proposed that seizures produced

by UL and BL ECT differ in their onset. i.e., focal cortical initiation with the former

and generalized diencephalic onset with the latter.37 Certainly, such electrophysiologie

differences could well account for the relative sparing of at least verbal memory

function with UL nondominant ECT.

The basis of stimulus waveform effects on cognitive performance could be
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Alternatively, the apparently more intensely generalized seizures produced by the

higher energy stimuli, as discussed in a companion paper in this volume, may be

involved. The former possibility, when combined with the reported significant relation

ship between sine wave stimulus intensity and extent of both acute and long-term

memory deficits, raises a concern about the use of grossly suprathreshold stimuli.38

something that was not dealt with in the present study.

At present, we are involved in an attempt to replicate and extend the findings

described above. It is felt that such work is crucial, not only to the understanding of

how ECT produces both its beneficial and adverse effects, but also in the optimization

of a beleaguered and maligned treatment modality which has time and time again

proven too clinically valuable to consign to the halls of oblivion.
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